### Scientific Magazine Article Guidelines (use Word template ‘Write a Journal’)  

| Title: | left margin  

Recovering metals and minerals from waste  

| Author: | first and last name left margin  

Elizabeth Brown  

| Author biography: | a couple of sentences about you, your interests in this topic, your qualifications, your achievements in this field of research. Write this in the third person, as below. (left margin)  

*Elizabeth Brown is a chemical research scientist at the STEM Centre for Excellence at Mater Christi College. She has been researching the use of waste water from industrial processes for ten years and has published numerous scientific papers.*  

| Abstract: | this is a short summary of the content of your article/research. It should give the reader an insight into the topic and enable them to make an informed decision as to whether the article is going to meet their needs. This should be no more than a couple of sentences. (left margin)  

*Scarcity of clean water is one of the most serious global challenges. Scientists have now developed energy-efficient methods for the reuse of water used in industrial processes and how to recover valuable minerals and materials from the waste for recycling.*  

| Introduction: | very short paragraph outlining what your research is about, the context, background etc.  

| Paragraphs: | divide your research article into parts and give each part a sub-heading. This breaks up the text and makes it easier for readers to find an aspect of the research they want to read about or find at a later time.  

| Conclusion: | summing up your research, any implications, your opinion  

| References/Bibliography: | use MyBib.com (Harvard style) to create a bibliography. Acknowledge the use of words, works or ideas of another person, whether written, oral or visual, in the body of the article and the bibliography. |